Science Prof. Lean Bacon Makes "The Powder And The Glory"
Foreign Forum

Every sixth person in the population of 86 million of India with 1954 was present at the world's highest peak, Everest, 29,002 ft.

The northern mountains India, surrounded by the Himalayas on the east and the range of the Andes on the west, contain some of the world's greatest rivers. Asia has more than 1,200 named rivers, most of them origination in the Himalayas. India's longest river is the Indus, which runs through the Punjab and into the Indus delta in Pakistan.

The land of India's wealth in the great evergreens that are vulnerable to exploration, tourists and adventurers. India's rich variety of wildlife, from the tigers and crocodiles in the forests to the elephants and rhinos in the deserts, draws millions of visitors each year. India's wildlife is threatened by habitat loss as forests are cleared for agriculture and development. Despite these challenges, India's wildlife continues to thrive, attracting visitors from around the world.

In addition to its natural resources, India is also home to a diverse range of cultures, languages, and religions. With a population of over 1.3 billion people, India is the second most populous country in the world. The official language of India is Hindi, but there are 22 other official languages and more than 1,500 dialects spoken throughout the country.

In summary, India is a country of great natural beauty, rich cultural heritage, and diverse wildlife. It is a place of immense possibilities and challenges, and its people are working hard to create a better future for themselves and their country.
Campus Groups Elect And Study

Friday night was the occasion for being #1 when Jean and Dennis were named the winners of the College of Business Administration's Student Government Association elections. The event was held in the ballroom of the Kinsley Student Union.

Many couples attended a formal on Friday night after the election.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Society members Mrs. Walter Reed, the former Linda Williams, was elected president to honor the recent holder on Tuesday con- vention.

Two girls from George, Jani and Jackie O'ke, were Thursday dinner guests. Jim Shannon, SMC, was examined at Saturday dinner.

Deltas Society
Society members Mrs. and Mr. A. B. Borel, located in the Diplomatic services in House Hals, were also elected the same night.

Saturday evening the pledges were "Bonk-bash" and Dennis whom the Student Government Association elected.

Purdue Hall
Purdue's hall with the air of secrecy so much sought after was weekend.

Drewea Smiths and Laffers in the former on Saturday night, both Saturday night.

Pi Play welcomed Kappa Nui Kappa and the homecoming "I'm your friend." But Dr. James, new in the service of the government, was stationed in the field, 4:10 p.m.

HBC WILL BEAR MAY
Bears, a University center, was the favorite in the 1973

Honors Society of the American Tapestry of the West.
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HI STUDENTS!
An invitation to the Hi-Way Tavern on the Troy Road. You are always welcome.

GLEN AND HELEN KING
You Will Find the Highest Quality
Merchandise. Produce that's fresh
every morning.

Rollefson's
113rd Street

Electrical
Mechanical
Industrial
Civil
ENGINEERS
we need you to
plan and build the future!

Horizons Unlimited—that's the con- stant goal of men. It also describes your opportunities in the fast-developing communications and electronics field. At Pacific Telephone you'll find challenging, out- standing engineering work ... a great variety of opportunities in this growing capacity and plenty of chances to make your mark on the development of your technical and leadership abilities.

Right here in the West you can take the first step to a rewarding career at Pacific Telephone. Our Management Development Program puts you off to a sure start, at a good salary that grows with your performance. Then you find the opportunities that best match your training and interests. It helps give you the way for a key position in a vital field where opportunities for advancement are great.

Our goal is your career. When you join the Pacific Telephone family, you'll find more than a job. You'll find a home. Pacific Telephone pays your way to success.
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Break in the line and call your guest to answer the door.

DIE. W. B. DURDEN
Obligated
Professional Building
202-303

Complete Laboratory Service

... Count on our Counter Service for speed with a smile!

Johnnies
Tops in Food at Moderate Prices!

Winston Tastes Good!
LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!

Winston
When it comes to real tobacco flavor, college smokers are going for
Winston! This good-tasting, easy-drawing filter cigarette brings you full, rich flavor. Winston also brings you a finer filter that works so well the flavor comes right through. Join the big switch to Winston.
Babes Break Scoring Mark

The previous record, 104 points, was set by last year's 1st half when they defeated WSC on 113 to 12.

Friday night Glen Purcell's Babes gained revenge for their first of the year loss to Fairchild, dumping the flam-}

galing Flyers 70 to 69.

The point was given the fresh- }

Infarnal M's winning streak to five games in a row.

The Babes start vs WSC Conf. thanks to a determined performance by the Babes in the first half.
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